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ABSTRACT 
We study the convergence of nested stationary iterative methods according 
to Lanzkron, Rose, and Szyld. In contrast with their assumption that the co- 
efficient matrix is monotone, our assumption on the coefficient matrix includes 
H-matrices. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Lanzkron, Rose, and Szyld [3] analyzed the convergence of nested linear 
stationary iterative methods for the solution of linear systems of equations 
of the form 
Ax = b, (1) 
where A is an n x n nonsingular matrix and x and b are vectors. They pre- 
sented conditions on the splittings corresponding to the iterative methods 
to guarantee convergence for any number of inner iterations. These con- 
ditions imply that the coefficient matrix A must be a monotone one, i.e., 
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A-r 2 0 (A-l is nonnegative). In this paper we analyze the convergence 
of the nested linear stationary iterative methods and present conditions 
on the splittings corresponding to the iterative methods to guarantee con- 
vergence for any number of inner iterations. It is not necessary for the 
coefficient matrix A in (1) to be a monotone matrix in order to satisfy the 
conditions presented in [3]. In particular, we shall show that an H-matrix 
A is a qualified candidate. 
2. PREREQUISITES 
In this paper we follow closely the notation and conception presented 
in [l], without explanation. We begin with the most general method of 
solution of (1) considered in [3], i.e. nested block iterations, which include 
the block Gauss-Seidel iterative method as a special case. We say that 
A = M - Nl - Nz is a composite splitting of A when A4 is nonsingular, 
and a convergent regular composite splitting if both Ml s M - N2 and 
A = MI - NI are convergent regular splittings. Let A = M - NI - N2 be 
partitioned into q x q blocks, and M = F - G be block diagonal; then the 
nested block iteration was defined as follows. 
ALGORITHM (Nested block iteration). 
For k = 0, 1, . . . 
y(, = y = [y(l), yc2), . . . , ycq)] * = Xk 
For i= 1,2,...,q 
Forj=O,l,..., pi,k--1 
= (b + Nlxk + N$ck+#) + Gi$) 
If q = 1 and p+ = p for all k, then the iterative method is called a two-stage 
method. 
Let H = F-lG be the iteration matrix of one step of the inner iteration 
(i.e. M = F - G); then the global iteration matrix of two-stage method is 
T = (B - N2)-l(C + Ni), (2) 
where B and C are the unique matrices induced by the iteration matrix 
R = HP = B-% on the matrix M = B - C. The unique splitting induced 
by T on A is 
A=MT-NT, (3) 
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MT = B - Na = M(I - R)-l - Na, 
NT = C + N1 = M(I - R)-lR + N1. (4) 
LEMMA 1 [4]. Let A = M - N be a weak regular splitting. Then A is 
monotone (i.e. A-’ 2 0) if and only if p(M-lN) < 1. In particular, let 
T > 0; then I - T is monotone if and if p(T) < 1. 
Applying Lemma 1, the following convergence result was derived [3]. 
THEOREM 2. Let A = M - Nl - NZ be a convergent regular composite 
splitting, and let R 2 0, p(R) < 1. If the splitting M = B - C such that 
R = B-lC is weak regular, then the iterative method defined by 
A=MT-NT, 
MT = M(I - R)-’ - Nz, NT = M(I - R)-lR + Nl 
is convergent. Moreover, A = MT - NT is weak regular splitting. 
The convergence of the two-stage method is a consequence of the above 
theorem. 
THEOREM 3. Let A = M - Nl - N2 be a convergent regular composite 
splitting, and let p be a positive integer. If M = F - G is a weak regular 
splitting, then the two-stage iterative method is convergent, and its induced 
splitting is weak regular. 
REMARKS. The assumption that A = A4 - Nl - N2 is a convergent 
regular composite splitting implies that A is monotone (cf. Lemma 1). 
3. MAIN RESULT 
We first consider the convergence of the two-stage methods. 
THEOREM 4. Let A = M - N1 - NZ be a composite splitting such 
that A = M - INIl - IN 2 as a convergent regular composite splitting and 1 
M = B - C is a weak regular splitting. Then the iterative method defined by 
A = MT-NT, 
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MT = B - N2 = M(I - R)-’ - N2, (5) 
NT = C+Nl =M(I-R)-lR+Nl, 
where R = B-IC, is convergent. 
Proof. Since the splitting M = B - C is weak regular and M is a 
monotone matrix, we have (see Lemma 1) 
B-l > 0, - R z B-lC > 0, and p(R) < 1. 
Let 
Mi; = M(I - R)-’ - IN21 and Ni; = M(I - R)-‘R + JNl(. (6) 
Theorem 2 implies that (6) is a weak regular splitting and 
?=M;‘NF20,p(?j<1 and (I-T)-‘20. 
Clearly, 
IB-~N~J 5 (I - R)-~) - B ‘Nz/ 5 (I- R)-1B-11N2/ = M-1jN2j. (7) 
This implies (cf. [5, 61) 
p(B-Vz) I ,~(lB-~Nzl) I P(M-~IN~I) < 1. (8) 
From (8) we know that the iteration matrix T of the iterative method 
defined by (5) is well defined: 
T = (B - Nz)-~(C + Nl) = (I - B-‘N2)-‘(R+ B-‘N$ 
and it follows that 
ITI I ((I- B-lN$l((R+ JB-lNIJ) 
5 (I - B-l[N&l(R+ B-lINl() = i?-. 
Therefore, we have 
p(T) i P(F) < 1. 
This finishes the proof of the theorem. ??
The matrix A in Theorem 4 can be an H-matrix, as we shall show 
(Theorem 6). Let M(A) denote the comparison matrix of A. 
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THEOREM 5. Let A = M - NI - NZ be a composite splitting such that 
A = M(M) - IN11 - (N 2 is a convergent regular composite splitting. Let [ 
M = B - C be a convergent weak regular splitting with R = B-IC. Then 
the iterative method defined by (5) is convergent. 
Proof. Since M = B-C is a convergent weak regular splitting. Lemma 
1 implies h/l-’ > 0. It is easy to see that M(M)-1 > 0. Therefore, M is 
a monotone H-matrix, and it follows (cf. [a]) that 
M-’ = (M-‘1 2 M(M)+ 
Thus, we have 
P(M-~INzI) 5 /(M(M)-%%I) < 1, (9) 
and M - IN21 is a convergent regular splitting. Lemma 1 implies 
(M - jN2j)-1 2 0. 
Let 
then we have 
Q = CM - lW-lIN~l; 
Q = (I - M-‘INal)-‘M-‘INIl 
2 [I - M(M)-l~Nzl]-lM(M)-l~N~I (10) 
= [M(M) - IN$lIN~]. 
This implies p(Q) < 1, i.e., (M - [ Nzl) - 1 N1) is a convergent regular 
splitting. 
Combining this fact with (9) it follows that 
2 = M - INI/ - INal 
is a convergent regular composite splitting, and the theorem follows from 
Theorem 4. a 
THEOREM 6. Let A = M - NI - Na be a composite splitting such that 
&M(M)-JN+jN 1 2 as an M-matrix. Let M = B - C be a convergent 
weak regular splitting with R = B-‘C. Then the iterative method defined 
by (5) is convergent. 
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Proof. That A^ is an M-matrix and 
imply (see [2]) that M(M) is an M-matrix. Since 
A^ = M(M) - (IhI + l&l) 
is a regular splitting of the M-matrix A, Lemma 1 implies 
P(MQ’W-~(~N + P21)) < 1, 
and it follows that 
P(JWT~I~~I) L P(MP)-~(IW + Pzl)) < 1, 
which implies 
MI = M(M) - (I’&( 
is a convergent regular splitting of the matrix Ml. Therefore, MC’ 2 0, 
and 
Al=hfr-IN,) 
is a convergent regular splitting._ 
Thus, we have shown that A = M(M) - /iVll - IIV2l is a convergent 
regular composite splitting, and the theorem follows from Theorem 5. W 
REMARK 2. From the assumption on A in Theorem 6, we have 
M(A) = M(M - IV1 - N2) > M(M) - INII - li’V2j = 2, 
which implies M(A) must be an M-matrix, i.e., A must be an H-matrix. 
A particular case of assumption on A in Theorem 6 is that A is an H- 
matrix and A = M - IV1 - N2 is a composite splitting such that M(A) = 
M(M) - PII - IN2l. 
The convergence in three cases of the two-stage method is a consequence 
of the above three theorems, respectively. 
THEOREM 7. Let A = M - Nl - Nz be composite splitting satisfying 
conditions in Theorem 4 or Theorem 5 (or, when A is an H-matrix, in 
Theorem 6), and let p be a positive integer. If M = F - G is a convergent 
weak regular splitting, then the two-stage iterative method is convergent. 
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Proof. In all three cases it suffices to show that M = B - C is a weak 
regular splitting with 
B = M[l- (F-lG)p]-l and C = M[I - (F-‘G)P]-‘(F-‘G)p. 
Since F - G is a weak regular splitting of the monotone matrix M, we have 
F-l 2 0, F-lG > 0, and p(F-lG) < 1. Therefore, 
B-l = [I - (F-lG)p]M-l = [I - (F-‘G)p](I - F-lG)-lF-’ 
p-1 
= C(F-~G)~F-~ 2 0 
j=o 
and B-lC = (F-lG)p 2 0. 
These imply that the splitting M = B - C is weak regular, and the 
proof of the theorem is finished. ??
If pi, k = pk for all i in the Algorithm (nested block iteration), then the 
algorithm is called dynamic nested iteration [3], and it can be viewed as the 
concatenation of different nested methods, each with a different iteration 
matrix Tpr,, which is a two-stage iterations matrix with number of inner 
iterations equal to pk. Thus, for r outer iterations, the global iterations 
matrix for the dynamic nested iteration is the product Tp,Tp,_l . . . Tpl. 
THEOREM 8. Let M = F - G be a convergent regular splitting. If 
A = M - NI - NZ is a composite splitting satisfying conditions in Theorem 
4 or Theorem 5 (or, when A is an H-matrix, in Theorem 6), then the 
dynamic nested iterative method with r iterations is convergent for every r. 
Proof In all three cases we know that 2 = M - (NII - 1 Nz 1 is a 
convergent regular composite splitting. 
As in the proof of Theorem 4, let 
with 
MT, 
N;,: 
= M(I - R,,)-’ - INzl = BP, - INz\, 
= M(I - Rp!z)-lRpk + INI\ = Cpk + lN11, 
k = 1,2,. . ,T, where Rpr. = (F-IG)P&, which induces unique matrices Bpk 
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and C,, (i.e. BF~IC,, = R,,)onthematrixM=F-G=B,,-c,,: 
Bpk = F(I - F-lG)(I - R&-l 
and 
C,, = F(I - F-IG)(I - RpJIRpk. 
Denote by Tpk the corresponding two-stage iteration matrix: 
From the proof of Theorem 7 we know that M = B,, - C,, is a weak 
regular splitting, i.e., 
BFkl > 0 and BGklCpk 2 0. 
Since M-l (Nz ( is convergent and 
B;;JNzl I (I- RJiB;;INzJ = M-‘JN& 
which imply that p(Bikl [Nzl) < 1 and 
Ck = (f&b - PW’(% + INI) 
= (I - B,11N21)-‘(B;;C,, f B;‘(NlI) 2 0. 
It has been proved that (see [3, Theorem 6.41) 
As in the proof of Theorem 4, for a twostage iteration matrix 
TPk = (BPk - Nz>-~(C,, + Nl), k=1,2 ,..., r, 
we have 
ITpk l 5 (%. - lN2l)%p, + INI) = fjj;p,, k=1,2 ,..., r, 
Thus, it follows that 
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which completes the proof of the theorem. ??
We now consider the most general method, i.e., nested block itera- 
tion. Since M = F - G = ‘diag(Mi, . . . , M4) is block diagonal, F = 
diag(Fi, . . . , Fg) and G = diag(Gi, . . . ,G,). Let R, = Fi-‘Gi, i = 1,. . . ,q; 
then R = F-lG = diag(Ri,. . , RP). Let Pk = {pl,k,P2,k,. . . ,&,k}, 
and define 
B(Pk) = diag(Mi(lSI,, - Ry’,L)-l,. . . , M,(I,,, - RT1k)-l), 
%!(Pk) = diag(RylXk,. . , Rt”,‘). 
From this it follows that 
B(Pk) = M[I - R(P,)]-‘. 
It is easy to see that the iteration matrix for the nested block iteration 
is given by 
‘FI(pk) = [I - B(pk)-‘N2]-1 [R(Pk) + B(Pk)-lN1], 
which induces the unique splitting on A: 
A = MH(Pk) - NH(pk) 
with ti(Pk) = b!fH(Pk)-1NH(Pk)7 where 
h!fH(Pk) = a(?,) - N2~ Nff(Pk) = B(pk)R(pk) + N1. 
If&k=pi,i=I ,..., q, for all Ic, then we have the following result. 
THEOREM 9. If M = F - G is a weak reg2lar splitting and A = 
M - Nl - N2 is a composite splitting such that A = M - INI 1 - 1 NZJ is 
a convergent regular composite splitting, then p(‘H(P)) < 1, i.e. the nested 
block iterative method in this case is convergent. 
Proof. Obviously, we only need to show that M = D(P) - B(P)R(P) 
is a weak regular splitting, and the theorem will follow from Theorem 4. 
Clearly, R(P) is nonnegative, p(R(P)) < 1, and 
23(P)-’ = [I - R(P)]M-’ 
= diag((l,, - Ry’)M,l,. . . , (Is,, - Rp)Mtl). 
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(Is; - RP”)Mil = (I,, - RY”)(I - Ri)-lFp 
pi-1 
= c R;Fi-l 2 0, i=l,...,q. 
j=O 
It follows that B(P)-1 2 0 and the proof of the theorem is finished. ??
Apply Theorems 5 and 6 we can easily prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 10. Let A = M - Nl - Na be composite splitting satisfying 
the conditions in Theorem 5 or, when A is an H-matrix, in Theorem 6. If 
M = F - G is a convergent weak regular splitting, then p(‘FI(P)) < 1, i.e., 
the nested black iterative method in this case is convergent. 
For the general nested block method, the global iteration matrix for r 
outer iterations is the product ‘H(P,.) ’ . . ?l(P,). 
THEOREM 11. Let M = F - G be a convergent regular splitting. If 
A = M - Nl - Na is a composite splitting satisfying conditions in Theorem 
4 or Theorem 5(or, when A is an H-matrix, in Theorem S), then the nested 
block iterative method is convergent. 
Proof The proof is analogous to that of Theorem 8. Let 
‘FI(P,) = [I - B(P&‘INzl] -’ [R(R) + B(P,)-‘INr I]. 
It is easy to show that 
and 
Then we have 
I’FI(Pk)l 5 
I 
= 
which imply 
‘H(pk) > 0 
p(‘H(P,)fi(P,_,) ” +i(P,)) < 1. 
I(1 - a(Pk)-lNz)-lI(R(Pk) + B(pk)-% ( 
[I - B(%)-lINzi]-’ [R(Pk) + B(pk)-liNd] 
‘H(pk), 
IWP,)WPT-1) ‘. .7-qPl)J I ‘H(PT)‘H(PM) . . . <(PI). 
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Thus, we get 
pp-t(P,)TqP,-1) ‘. .IFI(Pl)) I P(lH(Pr)G(Pr-I) . ‘. %Pl)) < 1. 
This finishes the proof of the theorem. 
As was noticed in [3], the theory we are developing can be extended 
to the case of recursive inner iterations, which were called nested iterative 
method [3]. Consider the solution of (1) by a two-stage method with the 
outer iteration defined by the composite splitting A = M - N1 - Nz which 
satisfies the conditions in Theorem 4 or 5 (or Theorem 6 when A is an 
H-matrix). Then instead of solving the system Mx = f(xk, xk+l, b) by an 
iterative method, it is solved by a two-stage method (replace A by M, and 
b by b + Nlxk + Nzxk+l) and so on. This implies the specification of a new 
composite splitting with iteration matrix F-‘G, M = F - G, and number 
of iterations equal top at each level. One could interpret M = F-G as (5). 
Since the split matrix in each level except the outermost [i.e. the matrix A 
in (l)] is monotone, each composite splitting except the outermost can be 
taken as a convergent regular one, and the resulting splitting (5) induced by 
the two-stage iteration matrix is a weak regular splitting (cf. Theorem 2). 
By induction on the number of levels and applying Theorem 7 and 
Theorem 2 we can easily prove the following result. 
THEOREM 12. Let A = M - N1 - N2 be a composite splitting satisfying 
the conditions in Theorem 4 or Theorem 5(or Theorem 6 when A is an H- 
matrix). Let M = F - G be a convergent weak regular splitting. Moreover, 
at each level except the outermost, let the refined A = M - Nl - Nz be a 
convergent regular composite splitting, and at the innermost level let M = 
F - G be a weak regular splitting. Then the corresponding nested iterative 
method is convergent. 
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